Stanford University has implemented a clear bag policy for Commencement to provide a safer environment for the public and expedite entry into Stanford Stadium. This policy limits the size and types of bags permitted. Items must be carried or fit into a permissible bag. All bags and items will be subject to search. Anyone possessing prohibited bags or items will be asked to return them to their vehicle, take them to the complementary bag check station or dispose of them at the gate. Clear bags will also be available at the Stadium.

**APPROVED BAGS & ITEMS**

PERMITTED ITEMS
(all items are subject to inspection)

- CAMERA - no case
- SMALL VIDEO CAMERA - no case
- BINOCULARS - no case
- PHONE, KEYS AND WALLET
- TABLETS AND LAPTOPS - no case
- HAND-HELD RADIOS
- INFANT FEEDING SUPPLIES
- SEALED PLASTIC WATER BOTTLES (20 oz. or under)
- EMPTY REUSABLE PLASTIC WATER BOTTLES (20 oz. or under)
- SEAT CUSHIONS AND CHAIR BACKS (no pockets or zippers)
- SMALL HAND-HELD SIGNS OR POSTERS (no larger than 3’x3’)
- DIAPER BAG (only allowed when with a child 2 years and under)

**PROHIBITED BAGS**

- BACKPACK
- BINOCULARS CASE
- CAMERA CASE
- DRAWSTRING BAG
- FANNY PACK
- LUGGAGE
- DUFFLE BAG
- PURSE
- MESH OR STRAW BAG
- OVERSIZED TOTE BAG
- TINTED PLASTIC BAG
- COLORED OR PATTERNED PLASTIC BAG
- REUSABLE GROCERY BAG

**Small clutch bags must be no larger than the size of this box**

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND UPDATES VISIT: [COMMENCEMENT.STANFORD.EDU](http://www.commencement.stanford.edu)